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DAEEUN INDUSTRIAL CO., LTD.
Add. 1RA-508, 87 Gyeongje-ro, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82-31-497-2211  Fax. +82-31-499-0717

Website. http://www.de.co.kr/  E-mail. daeeunexport@gmail.com

Daeeun Industrial Company has been growing up with our customers.

We specialize in manufacturing plastic strapping band.

(PP: Polypropylene and PET: Polyester) and packaging / strapping machines.

Since 1979, we have provided our customers with professional packaging solutions 

beyond satisfaction.

PP Strapping

DAE EUN PP Band has high tensile strength optimum elongation percentage and longer 

overall length, It is widely recognized as a high quality packing material for its fine quality 

and vivid colors.

PET Strapping

DAE EUN PET Band has high tensile strength as well as relatively high elongation percentage 

that enable strong and tight strapping. Unlike steel band, it doesn’t become rusty or 

corroded.

Its anti-moisture and anti corrosion character is extremely durable for prolonged 

transportation under the sun or inside the shipping container.

Its softness reduces injury risks at work and it is even cheaper than steel bands.

Strapping Machines / Integrated System

We offer a full range of fully automacit, semi automacit strapping machimes,

we test every machine whith oure own material.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

ACE PACK CO., LTD.
Add. 35, Gongdan 1-daero 259 beon-gil, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82- 31-499-4711  Fax. +82-31-499-3738

Website. www.paper-cup.co.kr  E-mail. acepack@paper-cup.co.kr

ACE PACK has been engaged in high quality cup production 

and paper cup machinery for 20 year. Based on our 

experience, we are manufacturing and exporting converting 

machinery for the production of paper cups for beverages, 

ice cream, buckets for fried chicken and popcorn, instant 

noodle and so on. 

ACE PACK machinery can be found in countries all over the 

world with good performance in Asia, Europe and Americas. 

ACE PACK is constantly devoting itself for technology development to become a true business 

partner for customers. And we will do our best to improve our service. 

In order to meet various customer demand, 
we have developed many paper cup machines 
as below. 

EAGLE-1800 Paper Cup machine (Single Wall 
Cup Machine) 
  

Production Speed: Max 220 cups per minute

Cup size: 4oz~36oz

Use: Single wall cup can be used for hot & cold drink industry. 

EAGLE-1800 OW Double wall cup machine
  

Production Speed: Max 200 cups per minute

Cup size: 4oz~36oz

Use: we supply our EAGLE-1800 OW model to the hot drink 

industry.  

APL-1200 Two-piece lid paper cup machine
   

Production Speed: Max 120 pcs per minute

Cup size: Diameter(50mm~130mm), Height(7mm~17mm)

Use: we provide APL-1200 model to Ice Cream customer for 

paper lid. 

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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DDSM CO., LTD.
Add. Huimanggongwon-ro 69, Siheung-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82- 31-498-0602  Fax. +82-31-499-8450

Website. www.ppband.com E-mail. ddsm@ppband.com

DDSM Co., Ltd. is qualified and reliable manufacturer for PP Band, PET Band and all kinds of 
packaging materials who has a lot of experience for export overseas and domestic market 
as well. Based on high technology, we manufacture all kinds of packing straps such as PP 
(Polypropylene) & PET (Polyester) with full automatic process. We reinvest in R&D for overseas 
clients' requirements. And there are our own quality control & assurance system and laboratory 
in our factory. In this regard, we are the most reliable manufacturer with good reputation in 
Korean market. We will appreciate your further help and encouragement.

PP STRAPPING BAND 
for Auto Strapping Machine

Based on low slipperiness and dusts from the 
surface, our product is very suitable for any 
kinds of fully automatic banding machines. 
Various specifications as well as high strength 
and low elongation of band make possible to 
strap from light size to heavy one.

PE TYING TAPE

PE Tying Tape is smooth, flat, soft and folded 
tape for small size packing like eggbox panel, 
inserted bill, floricultural food etc. PE Tying 
Tape is applied to full & semi automatic two-
line tying machines.

PET (POLYESTER) STRAPPING BAND

Elongation and strength of PET Band are 
excellent compared to general PP Band. And 
unlike Steel bands, it doesn’t become rusty or 
corroded. Its softness reduces injury risks at 
work and it is much cheaper than the steel 
bands. PET Band can be used instead of Steel 
Band and can be cost effective.

PACKING MATERIAL

PP BUCKLE

BAND CUTTER

STEEL CLIP

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

DASANPACK INC.
Add. 51-6 Euljiro 35-gil, Jung-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82- 2-2273-9487 Fax. +82-2-2274-9414

Website. www.dasanpack.com  E-mail. dasanmain@gmail.com, ojh25@hanmail.net

Infinite Technology Packaging Company

DASANPACK Inc. is a company that supplies high-performance advanced materials and 

flexible package products, and always makes effort prioritizing customer satisfaction and 

quality control as the best value.

Based on 30 years of expertise, it is striving to pioneer the global market for the soft 

packaging business and exports excellent products to global companies around the world.

- 3side seal pouches
· Sealed on 3 sides for increased product protection
· Increased run-speeds with Form, Fill and Seal machines
· Enhanced consumer experience with recloseable feature options.

- Roll stock
· Available with Unique features to drive performance
· Efficient for vertical and horizontal filling equipment
· A variety of Barrier Materials to provide customized product protection

- Stand-up pouches
· Premier shelf presence for variety of products and markets
· Variety of display options to offer flexible in-store presence
· Designed for strength & performance

- Single-web quad bags
· Unique features to enhance consumer experience
· Reduce and eliminate risk of infestation or spoilage
· Perfect for Petfood, Industrial, Lawn & Garden products

- Flat bottom box pouches
· Increase number of facings on the retail shelf
· Stable, flat bottom for secure shelf placement
· Increased print area for brand promotion

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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GREEN WHALE GLOBAL CO., LTD.
Add. 2F, 650 Eonju-ro, Gangnam-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82- 2-3447-8801 Fax. +82-2-3447-8802

Website. www.greenwhaleglobal.com          E-mail. green@greenwhaleglobal.com

Green Whale Global has obtained Korea and US patents for its technology to produce eco-

friendly plastic resins and products that are 100% biodegradable with a manufacturing technology 

that can directly mix Cassava starch. Raw Materials and products manufactured by local mass 

production plants in Vietnam with such technology can be composted within six months when 

landfilled. Through this technology, we have European TUV, KR EL724, Green Technology 

certification KR. Our compound resin has advantages in that it can be biodegradable with its 

unique mixing technology and manufacturing process system. Also it is reusable, having excellent 

renewable efficiency, and has lower carbon dioxide emissions. It also has competitive advantage in 

price by using Cassava starch as a replacement for expensive conventional potato or corn starch.

Eco-friendly Biodegradable plastic resin
Green Whale Global manufactures eco-friendly biodegradable plastic resin which has hardness 
and durability with own cassava starch mixing technology. Our renewable resin composition 
has price competitiveness, replacing expensive potato or corn starch used in the past. Our 
biodegradable resin can be mass-produced, biodegradable and compostable, also has low 
carbon dioxide emissions by using Cassava starch.

Biodegradable Film and Polybags
Films and polybags made of Green Whale Global's eco-friendly biodegradable resin can be used 
in various ways such as shopping bags, hanger cover bags, and adhesive polybags. Also, it is 
classified and discarded as general waste, not plastic, because it can be composted when buried 
in the ground within 6 months and returns to nature

Meal-kit and Food Container
These are food containers made of Green Whale Global eco-friendly biodegradable plastic resin 
that do not detect harmful substances such as heavy metals. They can be applied to various types 
of food containers such as meal-kit trays, medicine and health functional food containers.

3D Printer Filament
Eco-Friendly biodegradable Cassava 3D Printer Filament, made by Korean technology. No 
harmful substances were detected on the Korean institution test. We can produce more than 12 
pastel-toned colors matte and glossy filaments.

Cosmetic Outer Container
Cosmetic outer containers made with our resin that have similar material properties as ABS 
can be applied dry/color cosmetic containers such as compacts, palettes, sticks and etc. as an 
alternative for ABS, since it has decent suitability for injection molding or post-production. 
Besides, we can develop serum or mist containers with our technology using biodegradable 
container and special pump engine.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

DOOVAC CO., LTD.
Add. 30-30, Gobong-ro, 770beon-gil, Ilsandong-gu, Goyang-si, Gyeoggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82-31-944-6480  Fax. +82-31-975-8487

Website. www.doovac.com  E-mail. doovac-sgwon@doovac.com

dooVAC, founded in 1990, is a first generation of localizing vacuum pumps with 30 years 

experience and know-hows and is one of the promising small-medicum business in South 

Korea. There are more than 20 different products including oil circulation rotary vane vacuum 

pump, dry running rotary vane vacuum pump, etc. With manufacturing in-house technologies, 

dooVAC makes not only domestic markets, but also more than 20 oversea markets such as USA, 

Canada, India, Italy, Phillipines, and Argentina, etc, which considers it as a poweful small business. 

Products certified with ISO 9001, ISO 14001, CE, RoHs and foundation of firm’s in-house lab have 

impressed our customers with trusts and honests. Peaking $1 million revenues at 2019 recognizes 

dooVAC as an exporting promising company and in order to leap up to another level, it strives to 

develop the new product like a claw vacuum pump.

This product is an oil circulating rotary vane vacuum pump and its basic structure is composed 

of rotor, vane and cylinder. The center of the rotor is eccentrically assembled to the center of the 

cylinder, and the three vanes rotated in a state of being closely attached to the inner wall of the 

cylinder by the centrifugal force. At this time, a space is created between the vane and the vane, 

creating vacuum throughout the four steps of suction, expansion, compression, and exhaust 

by changing the volume of the space. The oil supply is constantly supplied by the differential 

pressure inside the cylinder, eliminating the need for a separate oil injection pump. The exhaust 

air containing oil is firstly discharged into the oil sump, and 99.9% of the oil is recovered when 

circulating through the oil dust filter installed at the upper part of the oil sump, and only the clean 

air is exhausted. The versatile application in various industries is one of its advantages such as food 

packing, vacuum packing, medical area, vacuum transporting, TV tube, laboratory, etc. 

Characteristics:

1. The backflow prevention valve is installed to the inlet port.

2. Oil mist filter is installed to exhaust the clean air.

3. The low vibration and noise that can fit to any environments or conditions.

4. The reduced power and weight in coupling connection type by utilizing the flange typed motor.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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KWC CO., LTD.
Add. 118, Jeongmun-ro, 586beon-gil, Paju-eup, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do,10839, Korea

Tel. +82- 31-952-1391 Fax. +82-31-954-1018

Website. www.kwckorea.com  E-mail. kwc@kwckorea.co.kr

KWC Co., Ltd. is an eco-friendly enterprise that cares about the environment and the people. 

KWC is leading the development and the production of eco-friendly materials in shrink film and 

eco-friendly paper coating, thinking that the future and environmental protection of the earth 

is our value. Founded in 1990, the shrink label business has grown by providing the best help 

to customers’ goals with excellent products and sales strategies and based on this, KWC has 

expanded its business to produce sustainable and eco-friendly packaging products by investing 

in ESG in 2021. As we value the environment, KWC will practice eco-friendly management and 

fulfill its responsibilities. 

1. Shrink Sleeved Labels
KWC produces shrink sleeved labels and packaging films for food containers, glass•plastic bottles, cans, 

and daily supplies. KWC is the first to introduce water-based ink, H2O washable ink, and shrinkage labels

with less than 1 specific gravity within the industry. Shrinkable labels with a specific gravity of less than

1 are easy to recycle with no need of separating PET bottles and labels. It simplifies the recycling process

and reduces cost and time and increases efficiency.

2. Eco-friendly Packaging Product 
KWC’s eco-friendly packaging papers can be recycled as paper, unlike PE laminated paper. Examples 

include recyclable kraft tape and biodegradable packaging papers for direct food contact. Unlike kraft 

tape which uses PE or primer on the release side and uses solvent-based, hot-melt, or rubber for the 

adhesive, KWC uses a 100% water-based release agent and adhesive. KWC kraft tape can be dissociable 

in the recycling process and recyclable as paper. 

KWC’s water-based coating packaging paper for direct food contact has the same waterproof and heat-

seal function as PE-coated paper. It can be molded as a cup, tray, bowl, wrap, pouch, baking paper, 

cutlery, and straw, and functionality (grease, water, thermal resistance) can be adjusted by customers’ 

needs. In addition, it has passed FDA 21 CFR 176.170 (Determination of Amount of Net Chloroform 

Soluble Extractives), Heavy metal test, and microplastic analysis proving that it is harmless to humans.  

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

INTERMAC CO., LTD.
Add.   8th Floor, B, Halla One & One Tower, 101, Gasan digital 2-ro, Geumcheon-gu,    

          Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82- 2-855-4002  Fax. +82-2-855-2033

Website. www.macell.com  E-mail. sales@macell.com

Intermac is the largest inkjet coding and marking equpiment manufacturer in Korea. It 

develops and produces various types of inkjet printers, such as TIJ and HIRES, as well as DOD.

With its improved performance and outstanding design, the newly released RED JET is now 

attracting a lot of attention in the global market. The RED JET, supported in 29 different 

languages, has a Windows-based graphic user interface that makes it easier and more 

convenient for users to use marking printers. Fast access to each feature is a strong advantage 

that can increase user convenience and reduce customer service costs. Intermac also offers a 

wide range of optional brackets to maximize installation flexibility under any field conditions.

Would you like to add different types of industrial inkjet marking printers to your product 

line? Then, Intermac's RED JET would be the best solution. We always listens to our partners. 

We can promise good quality, reasonable price, and quick response. Now it’s time for you to 

become our partner.

RED DOD | Large Character Inkjet Printing Equipment

RED TIJ | HP Thermal Inkjet Printing Equipment

RED HIRES | High Resolution Bulk Inkjet Printing Equipment 

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

1. Shrink Sleeved Labels 2. Kraft Tape 3. Packaging for direct food contact
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RMG
Add.  #3002-1, A-dong, Gunpo IT Valley, Gosan-ro148Beon-gil 17, Gunpo-si, 

Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82- 70-4077-0973  Fax. +82-2-2179-8197

Website. www.swebs.co.kr  E-mail. export@swebs.co.kr

The Complete Solution for the Brand Protection

RMG is a professional specializing in brand protection solution with hologram label, security 

technology, and cloud-based platform. RMG has made efforts to protect brand value and 

copyrights of company from forgery and counterfeits since founded in 2016. We own 3 

brands as SWEBS, SECUTECH, and SEALTICKER.

SWEBS is a mobile & web authentication smart platform with hologram label.  SECUTECH 

is security hologram brand for brand protection. SEALTICKER is security sealing label & tape. 

1.  SWEBS Fresnel Hologram Label

2. RMG Brands

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

MYOUNG SHIN INDUSTRY CO., LTD.
Add. 94-33, Deungwon-ro 105beon-gil, Paju-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82- 31-957-2271 Fax. +82-31-957-3006

Website. www.myungshin.co.kr  E-mail. msco@myungshin.co.kr

Since established in 1998,We have been engaging as a manufacturer and supplier 

machineries in the line of book binding industry. With having continuous investments and 

technical innovations. Myoung Shin is not satisfy at present and will keep to go forward 

with constant researches and developments for" More convenient production", "More safe 

production", and "More economical production".We look forward to receiving continuous 

assistances and guidance from you, and we hope these will help you to select of your 

facilities. Sincerely yours.

Reduces manual labor while increasing productivity and efficiency in the packaging 

process.

• Domestic technology developed to improve harsh labor environments.

• Agile and versatile for any wrapping challenge.

• Various safety devices to ensure safe use for workers.

• Compact for small work areas.

• Customizable programming to accommodate any wrapping task.

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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SLTG CORP.
Add. 3-4, Gyeongin-ro 82-gil, Yeongdeungpo-gu, Seoul, Korea

Tel. +82- 2-2164-3220 Fax. +82-2-2164-3224

Website. www.avic21.com   E-mail. slt1@hanmail.net / sales@avic21.com

Our company manufactures multi-functional printing presses and testing machines, and we are 
gaining an excellent reputation by developing such machines, and providing them to various 
domestic pharmaceutical companies and health food suppliers. 
We obtained patents on various kinds of technology that we have acquired through constant R&D. 
We make every effort to maintain the best quality by developing in line with the current needs of 
pharmaceutical and health food markets. 

MODEL NAME : AVIC-22 

Characteristics
-  Able to inspect Softgels and Hard Capsules by installing required 
change-parts.

- Easy to change from one product to another product
- Easy to clean
- Easy to operate
- Inspection rate: Softgel
   # Oblong – 150,000 – 180,000/hour
   # Oval – 200,000/hour
- Camera inspects entire surface of softgels while turning them 360°
- No defects are ejected into the bin for good softgels.
- Detectable range: 50 – 100 micron

Softgels
-  As softgels pass through the inspection zone, cameras inspect softgels including both ends of 
the softgel while turning them 360° .

- Detect and reject foreign capsules and different color.
- Detect and reject stain on softgels and air bubbles or foreign material inside clear softgels.
- Detects and rejects different size, defective print and deformed shape.

Hard Gelatin Capsules
- Able to inspect entire surface by a camera while turning 360°
- Detects and rejects stain, spot, different color, print, size, split capsules and deformed capsules.
- Inspection rate: 200,000capsules/hour

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

SEIL CO., LTD.
Add. 427, Docheok-ro, Docheok-myeon, Gwangju-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82-31-763-2081  Fax. +82-31-763-2086

Website. www.seil88.com   E-mail. seil@seil88.com

We are a leading manufacturer in food packaging industry in Korea. Since 1998, we have 

strived to develop and produce high quality disposable food packaging such as takeout 

food container, hot and cold beverage cup, paper box, microwavable lunch box for our 

customers. We have production line with state of the art equipment and highly skillful 

technical team, furthermore, we are capable of supplying customized plastic & Paper 

packaging products to meet different needs of customers all over the world.

•To go box: Paper, PET, PP, PS and PLA

•Tamper Evident container

•Salad / Bakery / Sushi / lunch box / Ice-cream container

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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YOUNG TECH PACK CO., LTD.
Add. 88, Hwanggeum1-ro 80beon-gil, Yangchon-eup,Gimpo-si, Gyeonggi-do, Korea

Tel. +82- 31-989-5203  Fax. +82-31-989-5265

Website. www.youngtechpack.com  E-mail. sales@youngtechpack.co.kr

The World Best Packaging Machine Manufacturer

As a packing machine manufacturing company, we consistently 
strive to research and develop, based on the accumulated 
technologies over 40 years. Especially, we produce and supply 
the best packing machines with complete investigation and 
customer service by approaching specifications of the products, 
required by the customers. In order to meet the customers’ 
demands, we will keep developing much more and do our 
best to come closer to the customers. 

1. Auto 3 side, 4 side Packaging Machine

2.  Covid-19 Diagnostic Kit Automatic Packaging Machine.

We have the following technologies.
- Various types of sachets applicable (3 side, 4 side, stick)
- Efficient & stable performance
- Accurate filling system by servo

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

UNIQ TECHNOS CO., LTD.
Add.  94-4, Yulgeum1-gil, Seonghwan-eup, Seobuk-gu, Cheonan-si, 

Chungcheongnam-do, Korea

Tel. +82-41-909-2220  Fax. +82-41-909-2211

Website. www.uniqt.co.kr   E-mail. uniqt@uniqt.co.kr

Uniqtechnos is a young and bold company that has been consistently growing 

and developing since its founding in 2015. It is specialized in the development and 

manufacturing of automated equipment in industries such as semiconductors, general 

industries, and automobiles. It has been achieving a great deal of growth by taking on bio-

equipment development and manufacturing. 

It is trying to become a company faithful to the basics based on its excellent technical 

prowess for profit creation of customers and business success, which are its basic mottos. 

Uniqtechnos seeks constantly to come up with products matching customers' 

requirements. It also has a sense of duty and self-respecting pride in its equipment 

manufacturing.

It is promising not only to grow domestically, but also to advance further into global 

markets in the future.

The pouch packing machine from Uniqtechnos is a device that inserts components of a 

completely assembled kit into a pouch wrapper with silica gel and then seals it. Unlike 

band sealers that insert products manually at a 

separate table, the pouch-packing machine inserts 

components directly into a port that is included in the 

device, so it reduces labor requirements by 60%. Also, 

it decreases the product omission rate significantly with 

an input sensor applied and can easily control all work 

processes, including quantity counting, with a touch 

screen equipped with an intuitive display. Furthermore, 

it is a compact pouch-packing machine, and is perfect 

for bio-packing such as rapid kits, etc., that can 

manage production by linking with MES and maintain 

production of 2,400 pieces per hour manned by just 

two persons. 

COMPANY INTRODUCTION

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS

PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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MEMOMEMO





84, Gasan digital 1-ro, Geumcheon-gu, Seoul, Korea (Acehighend Tower 8-cha,#405)
Tel : +82-2-6123-3051~2     Fax : +82-2-6123-3055     E-mail : kpmasite@kpmasite.or.kr

Your Loyal and Dependable Companion 
in the Packaging Industry

Contact Us

T. +82-2-6123-3051~2   F. +82-2-6123-3055

www.kpmasite.or.kr

Business.
Making a representations to the government (Ministry of 
Trade, Industry and Energy, Small and Medium Business 

Administration, Gyeonggi-do)
Organizing local meetings and opportunities to exchange 

information
Preparing meetings with foreign embassies in Korea

Korea Packaging Machinery Awards (Recommendations, 
reviews, and presentations of the awards)

Magazine.
Issuing the journal of Monthly Packaging 
Machinery (12 issues in 2015)
Issuing the Korea Packaging Machinery 
Handbook (Korean/English)
Issuing the Membership Notebook
Organizing the Korea Pack
Setting up and supporting Korean pavilions at 
overseas trade shows

• Taking varied approach to information, 
issues, and knowledge about the 

packaging industry
• Increasing objectivity and reliability by sharing 

opinions of an expert and overseas news
• Discovering new content such as a series 

of articles and special articles
• Introducing content by themes

• Monthly journal for packaging 
machinery, parts, materials, and 

relevant industries 
• Voicing opinions of the association, 
members, and industry to the public 

• Distributing information, knowledge, 
and technology of the packaging 

industry to elevate its position

• Articles covering issues in the � eld, 
including an interview, an in� uential 

� gure, and a visit
• Organizing discussions, meetings, 

and surveys on a regular basis
• Offering space for a healthful 

community for the packaging industry

Management.
Strengthening cooperation among the members

Organizing the pep rally (spring/autumn) and 
recruiting new members

Sharing information on governmental subsidies, 
and providing various education/training 

programs and seminars
Prevention of cut-throat competition and unfair 

employee recruiting among members
Support for various certi� cations, 

designations, and guarantees
Information on parts purchase of 

special members
Group purchase of various S/W 

programs

KPMA


